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Ice Breaker 
Share a memory of your childhood from your family of origin. This could be a funny memory, a defining moment, a fond 
experience, etc.  

Announcements 
• Interested in hearing more about or getting involved with the Supper Club or the UB campus ministry? Connect 

with Sally Henien at sally.northgatebuffalo@gmail.com.  
• Interested in connecting with Scott and Kathy Matheny about their work with international students and ways 

you could get involved? Email Scott at smatheny@isionline.org.  

Title: We Are Family  
Speaker: Pastor Jon Hasselbeck 

This is the first week of Community Groups and to start the year Pr. Jon cast a vision for and taught on the biblical 
imagery of family. The theme, and indeed reality, of family is such a profound revelation of who God is, who we are, 
and what God wants for us that it is the most prominent theme throughout all of Scripture. John 1:12–13 tells us that 
we are not just friends with God and with one another, but that we are sons and daughters of God and therefore 
members of the same family. But, being part of God’s family is not just about doing religion together. It is about a deep 
and abiding relationship with Jesus and joining him in the “family mission.” That is why our mission at Northgate is to 
know Christ and make Christ known. Pr. Jon shared a couple “realities” of being in a family 

Family is a gift. Pr. Jon shared about how we all have blind spots and that God will reveal those spots to us through 
those with which we are closest: our families. Proverbs 27:17 tells us that “iron sharpens iron.” God uses those we are 
in community with to smooth out our rough edges and, by doing so, sharpen us into healthy and effective instruments 
for the sake of both our family and ourselves.  

Family can be messy. We all are imperfect and sometimes we say and do things that offend others. The temptation 
when we are offended is to withdraw or walk away, but the problem with walking away, Pr. Jon shared, is that “you 
take yourself with you.” Sometimes the faults we see in others are related to our own faults. God calls us to be a 
committed and authentic community and that means we will need to practice humility and vulnerability with one 
another.  

Pr. Jon closed the message on how you can be connected to the Northgate family? There are all sorts of ways you can 
serve and invest your time, talents and treasures. Pr. Jon invited Scott and Kathy Matheny to share about the Supper 
Club, which is an opportunity to host international students in your home and simply share hospitality as you build 
relationships. Pr. Sally Henien also shared about ministry opportunities to UB students.  

Discussion Points 

• Share a bit about your family of origin. What was it like growing up in your family? Did you grow up in a small 
or large family? What was your family culture? Did you grow up in a cross-cultural family or a mono-cultural 
family?  

• What does family mean to you?  
• When you think of family, where is the first place in scripture that comes to mind? What is this story or passage 

saying (or not saying) about God and God’s family?  
• What are the most challenging parts of being in a family?  
• What do you need in a family? How can this family–this Community Group–be the family you may want or need?  
• What are you looking forward to or hoping for in Community Groups? 

Small Groups Vision – To cultivate an atmosphere where we experience genuine relationship with God and one another.  

Small Groups Mission – To build a Christian community by equipping people through biblical teaching, discipleship, and 
fun fellowship.
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